Emotional Abuse Exposed Box Set: Personality Disorders, Narcissism, Sociopath, Psychopath Series
Outwit the sociopaths & narcissists in your life

Have you ever found yourself in a relationship or friendship where something just wasn't quite right? I mean, we all have dysfunctional families and "eccentric" friends to some extent, but I'm talking about those moments when you find yourself emotionally exhausted at every interaction and dreading every single moment you spend with that person. Times with them used to be better, and it's those wonderful memories that keep you around them, struggling to remind them of who they really can be, but somewhere along the line, a switch as flipped and they just became different. They started manipulating you, playing mind games, and sucking all of the energy out of you to the point where it's become hard to even remember what life was like before you knew them. Because I've had one or two dysfunctional relationships myself as well as family problems you wouldn't believe, I know what it feels like, and that's why I wrote both of these books. I want to give you a better look at what's really happening, if you do find yourself in an emotionally abusive relationship or friendship. In these books, I break down what exactly a narcissist and sociopath are, and provide you with some proven ways to deal with them in all areas of life. I also teach you how to recognize some of their manipulative methods so that you don't find yourself following their words into harmful events. If you or anyone you know have ever been in an abusive relationship, get this box set today and never be caught by surprise again!
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**Customer Reviews**

Antisocial Personality Disorder is a type of behavioral wherein the person finds it hard to distinguish what is right from wrong. Sometimes these people have violations on the right of other people.
Sociopaths are hard to deal with. They can ruin a relationship and friendship in an office or even inside the house. They can pretend to be good and kind to you. They can manipulate you. So with these kind of characteristics, you should know how these people is operating. This is a great read. It has everything we need to know about the Sociopaths, how to deal with them and to distant from them as much as possible. It has also tips on how to help them. You can also examine yourself if you are already with these people by answering the questions in this book.

Having to move everyday around with a sociopath really is a difficult thing that a person can face. If one cannot handle the pressure that they bring to you, you will easily break down and everything will start to fall into pieces. Thanks to this book because I have learned many strategies and techniques on how to deal with them at work and with your life. Things are going smoothly because this one taught me on how to counter manipulate sociopaths and control them instead of you being controlled. I am so grateful to have read this one and thankful enough to appreciate what others cannot.

This is hilarious! This is a pamphlet. It has a total of 19 pages including the two back blank pages, the front page that has the title and table of contents and introduction. It is more of a general overview guide to dealing with these personality types in business not in a friendship, relationship, or family setting. This is more for the purposes of downloading. I would not spend the money to buy the pamphlet. Nothing is known about the author so it is not given from a professional point of view or known if he has had dealings with these cluster B personality types. It would have been fine if it stated it was a pamphlet and not sold as a box set. The term box set means, (and is not subject to interpretation), that there is a wealth of knowledge, or music in a set. The word set means two or more! Box means a box. Box set means that the set could fill a box. The cover has a picture of two hard cover books. It is just a picture. It must have been written by a narcississist or a sociopath, but even so, the customer need more information than that. You think your getting a buffet but your just getting a saltine.

Some narcissists in your life are there for the long haul. You cant just decide that you have enough of them and just leave. This book has many topics and all the topics very well described. I must say that the Author has a very vast experience in these topics. This book is a must read for all.

Limited info - not sure how this is considered a box set ... highly disappointed
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